Howling in rage, the Bloodsecrator hacks and smashes his way through the foe with his icon of Khorne held high. This grim standard channels the wrathful energies of the Blood God’s domain, infusing the Bloodbound and undoing sorcerous works.

DESCRIPTION
A Bloodsecrator is a single model armed with an Ensorcelled Axe.

ABILITIES
Loathsome Sorcery: Khorne’s hatred of sorcery roils forth from the icons carried by his Bloodsecrators, filling any spellcasters nearby with dread.

Re-roll successful casting rolls for WIZARDS within 16" of this model, before any unbinding rolls are made.

Rage of Khorne: A fiery gateway opens above the Bloodsecrator’s icon, flooding the battlefield with the violent energies of Khorne’s hellish domain.

Add 1 to the Attacks characteristic of melee weapons used by friendly KHORNE units while they are wholly within 16" of any models with this ability.